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Oxygon introduces the perfect solution for your home theatre!
Oxygon’s purpose is to give you a satisfying viewing at an affordable price. We can keep our low prices due to our
own development team and our cooperation with worldwide manufacturers. Regardless what product you are
interested in, Oxygon’s products will be in stock for immediate delivery and easy installation.

Oxygon Electric
The Oxygon Electric projection screens are manufactured with a correct white balanced viewing surface (gain 1.0),
providing the optimum performance for your viewing pleasure. The screens are equipped with black drop above the
image area (12 cm in 4:3 and 35 cm in 16:9 format screens) and black masking (4 cm ) around the viewing surface
which put focus on the projected image. The steel case and durable plastic end caps have a white finish.
The Oxygon Electric projection screen is delivered with a smart IR remote control for easy operation. The projection
screen is easy to install regardless of wall or ceiling installations.

Oxygon Electric
Product code

Screen size
(cm)

Viewing area

Case size (mm)
W*D*H

Weight
(kg)

KE203-W (16:9)

212x154

203x115 cm, 92”

2360x 82x98

14,5

KE221-W (16:9)

229x164

221x125 cm, 100”

2540x82x98

16

KE234-W (16:9)

243x171

235x132 cm, 106”

2670x82x98

18

KE266-W (16:9)

274x188

266x149 cm, 120”

2980x82x98

19,5

KE169-V (4:3)

179x144

171x128 cm, 84”

2031x82x98

12,5

KE203-V (4:3)

211x168

203x152 cm, 100”

2355x82x98

15

KE244-V (4:3)

252x199

244x183 cm, 120”

2765x82x 98

18

Oxygon manual
The sleek Oxygon Manual projection screens have a white steel case with a spring-loaded roller system which gives
you a quite operation. Equipped with black drop above the viewing area (12 cm in 4:3 and 35 cm in 16:9 format
screens) and black borders (4 cm) it provides a pleasant framing of the projected image.
The screen surface is of matte white with a gain of 1.0. The Oxygon Manual blends into most surroundings and is
possible to install either onto wall or in the ceiling.

Oxygon Manual
Product code

Screen size
(cm)

Viewing area

Case size (mm)
W*D*H

Weight
(kg)

KM203-W (16:9)

212x154

204x115 cm, 92”

2230x70x85

10,5

KM221-W (16:9)

229x164

221x125 cm, 100”

2410x70x85

12

KM234-W (16:9)

243x171

235x132 cm, 106”

2540x70x85

12,5

KM266-W (16:9)

274x188

266x149 cm, 120”

2850x70x85

14,5

KM169-V (4:3)

179x144

171x128 cm, 84”

1905x70x85

8,5

KM203-V (4:3)

211x168

203x152 cm, 100”

2227x70x85

10,5

KM244-V (4:3)

252x199

244x183 cm, 120”

2633x70x85

13,5

Oxygon FRAME
The Oxygon Frame is a fixed projection screen especially suitable for home theatre environments. The projection
screen has a black steel velvet coated frame (8 cm wide and 3.2 cm deep). The velvet coated frame reduces
surrounding reflections and provides a higher viewing experience.
The Oxygon Frame is available in wide picture format (16:9) and the screen fabric is matte white with a gain of 1.0.
Oxygon Frame is delivered in parts which is easily assembled, and the mounting gives opportunity for fine-tune
installation onto the wall.

Oxygon Frame
Product code

Screen size
(cm)

Viewing area

Weight
(kg)

KF180-W (16:9)

196x118

180x102 cm, 81”

9

KF200-W (16:9)

216x129

200x113 cm, 90“

10

KF240-W (16:9)

256x151

240x135 cm, 108”

12

Oxygon TRIPOD
The portable projection screen Oxygon Tripod is perfect for a flexible use “on the road”. It is equipped with a sturdy
tripod and the uncomplicated black steel construction makes it easy to set up every time anywhere.
The matte white screen fabric without borders makes it appropriate for all projected picture formats. The light
weight (7kg in size120x120 cm) is another advantage for easy transportation.

Oxygon Tripod
Product code

Screen size
(cm)

Viewing area

Case size (mm)
W*D*H

Weight
(kg)

KT120 (1:1)

120x120

120x120 cm, 66”

1300x60x60

7

KT160 (1:1)

160x160

160x160 cm, 89”

1700x60x60

8,5

KT180 (1:1)

180x180

180x180 cm, 100”

1900x60x60

9

Oxygon MOVIeLUX
The Oxygon Movielux is another excellent alternative of portable projection screen, suitable for presentations and
events. Instead of a tripod the Oxygon Movielux is equipped with a steady light grey steel case from which the
screen is raised and set to required height with an adjustable pole, which is stored in an integrated pole storage area
when not in use.
With the Oxygon Movielux you get great stability, yet light weight which makes it easy to carry in the useful carry
handle. The screen fabric is matte white with a gain of 1.0 and black borders which improve the perceived contrast.

Oxygon Movielux
Product code

Screen size
(cm)

Viewing area

Case size (mm)
W*D*H

Weight
(kg)

964000 (4:3)

120x150

114x85,5 cm, 56”

1350x250x100

10

964001 (4:3)

160x180

154x115,5 cm, 75”

1750x250x100

12

